Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Non-spherical micro and nanoparticles have gained a growing interest because of the number of applications associated specifically to shape (drug delivery, nanosensors, electrorheology, printed electronics, photodetectors,...^[@CR1]--[@CR5]^) as well as their possible use as models with well defined aspect ratios. Progress in size characterization techniques for these particles is thus essential both for further development of these applications and for general progress in nanoparticle synthesis^[@CR6]--[@CR8]^. While historically most efforts in size characterization have been directed towards spherical geometries^[@CR9]^, recent works have specifically targeted the size characterization of non-spherical particles.

Thus, techniques such as micro-flow imaging, asymmetrical flow field fractionation, dynamic light scattering (DLS), focused beam reflectance measurements or centrifugal separation analysis have been applied to particles with different shapes, although there are still many limitations^[@CR10]--[@CR14]^. Very promising results have been achieved with the analysis of the optical absorption spectra of two-dimensional materials like MoS~2~^[@CR15]^. For more general non-spherical geometries, the study of the electric birefringence of dispersed particles has proven a useful tool for size characterization^[@CR16]^.

DLS for size characterization of non-spherical particles {#Sec2}
========================================================

Dynamic light scattering is an *in situ* size characterization technique for nanoparticles in suspension based on the measurement of their translational diffusion coefficient, related to the length *L* of their major axis as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=\frac{{k}_{B}T}{3\pi \eta L}{F}_{D}$$\end{document}$$where *η* is the viscosity of the solvent, *k*~*B*~ the Boltzmann constant and *T* the temperature of the sample. *F*~*D*~ is a geometrical coefficient depending on the shape, but not the size, of the particles. For spheres, *F*~*D*~ = 1. Expressions of *F*~*D*~ for the geometries used in this work can be found in the Supporting Information.

DLS is the most used tool for the size characterization of spherical particles, commercial equipments being available and widespread. In many cases, these commercial devices, prepared for spheres, are used for the size characterization of non-spherical particles in suspension^[@CR11],[@CR17]--[@CR23]^. However, it has been shown that, for these geometries, the contribution of rotational diffusion, not taken into account, can have important effects on the DLS determinations^[@CR24],[@CR25]^, and hence alternative approaches must be proposed.

In recent years, an effort is being made to develop depolarised dynamic light scattering as a suitable tool for the characterization of non-spherical particles^[@CR12],[@CR26]--[@CR31]^. Nevertheless, this technique still faces experimental challenges and cannot yet be considered as a widespread method^[@CR32]^. Moreover, the results are still limited to average dimensions of the particles and can hardly provide complete size distributions.

Electric birefringence-based methods for size characterization {#Sec3}
==============================================================

Electric birefringence (EB) is the macroscopic optical anisotropy that emerges in a suspension of non-spherical particles when they are oriented by the application of an external electric field^[@CR33],[@CR34]^. Upon removal of the field, thermal agitation randomises the orientation of the particles and the birefringence of the sample decays. This randomisation process, controlled by rotational diffusion and strongly size-dependent, can be monitored via the measurement of the birefringence decay and, in this manner, information on the size distribution of the suspended particles can be extracted.

The use of birefringence-based methods for particle size characterization presents several advantages. First of all, this technique analyses the particles directly in suspension, so they do not need to be dried out or placed near a surface. This avoids the corruption of the sample and the modification of the state of aggregation. Secondly, a very wide range of sizes, including the nano and microscale, can be studied with the same method^[@CR35]--[@CR39]^. In this technique, it is not necessary to know the concentration of the sample, as long as it can be ensured that particle interactions do not modify the rotational diffusion of the single particle.

EB-based methods measure the rotational diffusion coefficient Θ of the particles, which depends on size as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rm{\Theta }}=\frac{3{k}_{B}T}{\pi \eta {L}^{3}}{F}_{{\rm{\Theta }}}$$\end{document}$$where *F*~Θ~ is a shape factor, with a value of 1/3 in the case of spheres. Expressions of *F*~Θ~ for the geometries used in this work can be found in the Supporting Information. Note that the dependence of rotational diffusion on particle size is much stronger than that of translational diffusion. Therefore, EB measurements are more sensitive to size than DLS experiments. Moreover, the EB measurements are not affected by translational diffusion, which simplifies the data analysis as compared to DLS, affected by both rotational and translational diffusion.

With this motivation, in this work we analyse the suitability of three different birefringence-based approaches for particle size determination: the stretched exponential (SE)^[@CR40],[@CR41]^, multi-exponential (ME)^[@CR42]^ and Watson-Jennings (WJ)^[@CR43]^ methods. From the analysis of a single birefringence decay, the former enables the determination of the average particle dimensions, and the latter two can provide a complete size distribution of the particles in the sample. It is worthy to note that the ME method was proposed elsewhere^[@CR42]^, but it has not been experimentally tested for colloidal particles.

These methods are applied to suspensions of four different types of elongated particles, namely teflon rods, goethite needles, and single- and double-walled carbon nanotubes, and two types of planar particles, sodium montmorillonite particles and gibbsite platelets. The obtained results are compared amongst the three methods and to size distributions obtained from electron microscopy (EM) and DLS measurements.

Recall that when a suspension of non-spherical particles is subjected to an external electric field, this will induce an anisotropic distribution of particle orientations because of the torque of the field on the induced and/or permanent dipoles of the particles and their electrical double layers. As a consequence, an optical anisotropy arises at the macroscopic scale, this is, the refractive index of the suspension along the direction parallel to the electric field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When the field is turned off, the particles randomise their orientation due to rotational diffusion. The three EB-based methods mentioned for size characterization measure the diffusion coefficient Θ of the particles analysing this transient behaviour of electric birefringence upon removal of the electric field. They can be summarised as follows (more detailed information is provided in the Supplementary Information file):

SE Method {#Sec4}
---------

The decay of the electric birefringence of a polydisperse sample is expected to be, under reasonable assumptions, in the form of a stretched exponential function^[@CR40],[@CR41]^$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As previously mentioned, the diffusion coefficient is strongly dependent on the particle size (Equation [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), expressions being available for simplified geometries (presented in the Supporting Information). Thus, from the obtained value of Θ, the average dimensions of the particles can be estimated. Note that, since the birefringent signal is proportional to the particle volume, the average values provided by this method are volume-weighted.

WJ method {#Sec5}
---------

The Watson-Jennings method^[@CR43]^ assumes that the length distribution of the sample has the shape of a log-normal function$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this manner, *L*~M~ and *σ*, and hence the size distribution of the sample, can be obtained from a single birefringence decay measurement.

ME method {#Sec6}
---------

The multi-exponential method^[@CR42]^ assumes that the birefringence decay can be built as a superposition of single exponential decay processes, each corresponding to a fraction of a well-defined size, as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The coefficients *C*~*i*~ weight the contribution of each population to the overall signal, which in the case of birefringence is proportional to the particle volume. Thus, these coefficients provide a volume distribution of the particle dimensions in the sample. The characteristic decay time for each population is determined from the respective rotational diffusion coefficient with the expression *τ*~*i*~ = 1/6Θ~*i*~, where Θ~*i*~ can be calculated if the geometry of the particle is known. The values of *t* and Δ*n* are obtained from the measured EB decay. The equation system [7](#Equ7){ref-type=""} is solved to obtain the *C*~*i*~.

In contrast with the WJ method, no specific form is assumed for the distribution. Moreover, unlike the SE method, this technique provides a complete size distribution of the particles in suspension. In order to minimize the contribution of experimental noise, the birefringence decay data must be smoothed in some manner. In this work, we have chosen to use the fitting to a stretched-exponential function for the application of the ME Method. Furthermore, it must be noted that a reasonable length range must be found to carry out the calculations. For this purpose, we used the size estimation provided by the SE method.

Methods {#Sec7}
=======

We have selected particles both in the micro and nanoscale, with different shapes, including elongated and planar geometries. Goethite and teflon (PTFE) rods were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Spain) and Ausimont (Italy) respectively. Single- and double-walled carbon nanotubes were acquired from Carbolex (USA) and US Research Nanomaterials (USA). As planar particles we studied gibbsite platelets, synthesised following the procedure described elsewhere^[@CR44]^, and sodium montmorillonite (NaMt) particles, obtained from bentonite (Serrata de Níjar, Spain) by a process of homoionisation to the Na-form^[@CR45]^. Briefly, this consisted in rinsing the sample with a 1 M sodium chloride solution, and redispersing in deionised water (Milli-Q Academic Millipore, France). All samples were prepared by simple dispersion of the particles in the solvent with the help of a sonicator.

The electric birefringence data presented in this work have been measured in different laboratories using the standard device, based on the measurement of the changes in light transmission though an optical setup containing the suspension, which is subjected to electric field pulses^[@CR46]^. The DLS measurements have been performed with a commercial apparatus (Zetasizer, Malvern Instruments (UK)) which provides the diameter distribution of the particles assuming they are spherical. In order to obtain the major length of the non-spherical particles, we recalculate the measured translational diffusion coefficient using the expression for spheres and then obtain *L* from equation [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}.

Note that, in order to apply DLS and the three EB-based methods, expressions for the translational and rotational diffusion coefficients of the particles are needed. For this purpose, here we assume that they can be approximated either by short rods, long rods, thin disks or oblate spheroids and use equations [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} and [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}, and the expressions of *F*~*D*~ presented in the supporting information, where *ρ* is the aspect ratio, this is, the quotient between the major and minor axis of the particles.

Data Availability {#Sec8}
-----------------

All data generated or analysed during this study are included in this published article (and its Supplementary Information file).

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the birefringence signal of the goethite sample. Here, it can be observed that, when the electric field is turned on, the birefringence grows and reaches a stationary value. When the field is turned off, the birefringence decays to zero following a stretched exponential function. In this figure, we also present this decay in logarithmic scale for short times, in order to calculate the initial logarithmic derivative required for the WJ method (Eq. [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}). The birefringence decay of all the studied suspensions can be consulted in the Supporting Information of this contribution. The results found for the six samples with the SE, ME and WJ methods are presented and discussed below, together with the electron microscopy and DLS measurements.Figure 1Birefringence signal of the goethite sample subjected to an electric field pulse of 30 ms. The points are the experimental data, and the black line a fitting of the decay to a stretched exponential function. In the inset, the data for short times (points) are presented in logarithmic scale, along with a linear fitting (black line), to show the linear dependence.

Goethite needles {#Sec10}
----------------

The electric birefringence of goethite particles, purchased from Sigma Aldrich (USA), was analysed in aqueous suspension, at 10 mg/L. The sample was subjected to electric field pulses of 5 V/mm and 100 kHz. These and subsequent experiments with aqueous suspensions were carried out at 15 °C, to minimise heating effects and solvent evaporation. Figure [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows a transmission electron microscopy image of these particles, from which the volume-averaged length (0.64 *μ*m) and mean aspect ratio (*ρ* = 12.3) have been obtained. For calculations, we used the expression of the diffusion coefficients of short rods and the microscopy value of *ρ*. The assumption of constant aspect ratio is not expected to produce a significant effect on the results, since the /*rho*-dependence of Θ through *F*(Θ) is very smooth, as compared to the *L*^−3^ dependence. In fact, when contrasted with the assumption of constant diameter, both obtained distributions are comparable, although the constant aspect ratio approximation yields better results (Fig. [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} of the Supplementary Information).Figure 2(**a**) Electron microscope image of the goethite particles. (**b**) Volume size distribution obtained via the ME method (coloured squares and line) and WJ method (dotted black line), compared with the distribution determined from electron microscopy (grey bars).

The length distributions provided by the ME and WJ methods, together with the one obtained from EM, are shown in Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The values of the mean length and standard deviation of all methods, including DLS, can be consulted in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. All presented distributions and averages are in volume.Table 1Volume-averaged length of the major axis of the particles (and standard deviation of the distribution when available) obtained via EM and DLS measurements and with the SE, ME and WJ methods.GoethitePTFESE method0.67 *μ*m0.50 *μ*mME Method0.67 *μ*m (21%)0.49 *μ*m (31%)WJ method0.68 *μ*m (14%)0.46 *μ*m (23%)Microscopy0.64 *μ*m (24%)0.50 *μ*m (22%)DLS0.99 *μ*m (38%)0.24 *μ*m (45%)**SWNTsDWNTs**SE method0.88 *μ*m1.61 *μ*mME method0.89 *μ*m (53%)1.69 *μ*m (98%)WJ method0.94 *μ*m (28%)1.60 *μ*m (57%)Microscopy0.89 *μ*m (62%)0.86 *μ*m (50%)DLS0.58 *μ*m (45%)1.10 *μ*m (27%)**GibbsiteNaMt**SE method0.23 *μ*m1.74 *μ*mME method0.23 *μ*m (25%)1.73 *μ*m (42%)WJ method0.24 *μ*m (20%)1.61 *μ*m (33%)Microscopy0.25 *μ*m (25%)1.62 *μ*m (43%)DLS0.18 *μ*m (37%)0.42 *μ*m (35%)

The SE method (*τ* = 7.96 ms and *α* = 0.836) furnishes a mean length of 0.67 *μ*m, within a 5% difference of the microscopy value, and coinciding with the average length provided by the ME method. As shown in Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the ME method yields excellent results, as the obtained distribution is almost identical to the one found from EM. The WJ method also gives satisfactory results, with a mean length of 0.68 *μ*m. However, the WJ distribution is narrower than the EM results and its maximum is slightly shifted to the left.

In Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, the discrepancy of the DLS measurement with EM and the SE, ME and WJ methods is evident. The distribution obtained by DLS is wider and strongly shifted to larger lengths than all other results.

PTFE rods {#Sec11}
---------

The elongated PTFE particles were purchased from Ausimont (Italy). In the experiments, an electric field of 40 V/mm and 100 kHz was applied to a 0.1% v/v PTFE aqueous suspension. Figure [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows a transmission electron microscope image of the PTFE rods, where it can be observed that they present a significant polydispersity. From this picture, values for the volume-averaged length (0.50 *μ*m) and mean aspect ratio (*ρ* = 2.0) were obtained. Again, we modelled the particles as short rods and assumed the microscopy value of *ρ*, the same approximation as in the case of goethite.Figure 3Same as Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} but for the PTFE rods.

The results obtained by all methods are presented in Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The SE method (*τ* = 12.00 ms and *α* = 0.721) provides a mean length of 0.50 *μ*m, which is in perfect agreement with both the EM and the ME results. As shown in Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the size distribution found by the ME method is very similar to the microscopy one for lengths over 0.40 *μ*m. However, this method predicts the presence of small particles that were not identified in the image, which results in a slightly broader distribution. Note that the PTFE particles present an aspect ratio of 2, which is in the limit of the application range of the expressions used for the diffusion coefficient of short rods. Hence, the deviations could be related to the geometrical approximation. In spite of this, the difference in the average length is only 3%. The WJ method gives very good results, with a size distribution that is very similar to the EM one, but slightly shifted to the left, which results in a value of the mean length 8% lower than expected.

In the DLS measurement of the PTFE sample, two peaks were observed. The one corresponding to shorter lengths is spurious, due to the rotational diffusion effect on the DLS measurement, as already reported elsewhere^[@CR25]^ for suspensions of gold nanorods. This peak was not taken into account for the calculation of the average length and standard deviation presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Despite this consideration, the obtained mean length is smaller by 50% than measured by EM and the EB-based methods, and the distribution is notably wider.

Single-walled carbon nanotubes {#Sec12}
------------------------------

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) were suspended 1,2-dichloroethane with a volume fraction of 10^−4^%. The carbon nanotubes required a very high field, 250 V/mm, to be oriented. The field frequency was 1 kHz and the measurement temperature 20 °C.

A transmission electron microscope image of the SWNTs can be found in Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, where it can be observed that the particles appear bundled, with a mean bundle width of 12 nm. From 300 particles, an average length value of 0.98 *μ*m was obtained. The polydispersity in length is quite important, whilst the width is more uniform. Naked-eye distinction of the bundles in the picture is not straightforward, but an effort has been made to look at the image at different zooms to account for all present lengths. In calculations, we used the expression of the diffusion coefficients of long rods and assumed a constant particle diameter of 12 nm. All results are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 4Same as Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} but for the SWNT suspension.

The birefringence decay fits perfectly to a stretched exponential function (*τ* = 6.95 ms, *α* = 0.545), and the SE method furnishes a value for the volume-averaged length very similar to that found from EM, with less than a 1% difference. The ME method also provides excellent results, giving a size distribution very similar to the one found from microscopy determinations, the more so taking into account the poor particle distinction in the picture. The WJ method calculates a mean length reasonably similar to the EM result, within a 5% difference, but the distribution is notably different, as it is clear from the comparison of their standard deviations.

The results obtained by the EM and the EB-based methods are also compatible with the mean length value of 1.08 ± 0.20 *μ*m found elsewhere^[@CR47]^ for a similar sample via the measurement of the electrical polarizability anisotropy of the conducting tubes. On the other hand, the results found by DLS deviate strongly from all other methods, being the given mean length 35% smaller than, for example, the EM value.

Double-walled carbon nanotubes {#Sec13}
------------------------------

The birefringence of double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs) was determined in the same experimental conditions as the SWNT sample. A transmission electron microscope image of these particles (Fig. [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) shows that they are also bundled, with a bundle width of 9 nm. From 75 tubes, a mean length of 0.86 *μ*m was obtained. Again, the particles are not easily distinguished. For the calculations, we use a constant width of 9 nm and the diffusion coefficient of long rods.Figure 5Same as Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} but for the DWNT sample.

The birefringence decay of this suspension is quite slow and could be fitted by a stretched exponential function with fitting parameters *τ* = 33.4 ms and *α* = 0.3166, indicating a very polydisperse sample. The results are presented in the usual way in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [5b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, where it can be observed that the volume-averaged particle length provided by the three EB-based methods, around 1.63 *μ*m, is quite different from that obtained via EM.

These findings are in line with the results reported elsewhere^[@CR47]^, where the length of the bundles in a similar sample was obtained from the experimental determination of their electrical polarizability. The obtained mean length, 1.63 ± 0.10 *μ*m, is identical to the value found by our methods. These results suggest that, when in suspension, the DWNTs are more entangled than observed by EM. This is one of the advantages of the birefringence-based methods over the use of microscopy techniques, since particles are analysed directly in suspension and do not need to be dried out.

In the DLS measurement of the DWNTs, a spurious peak was found and removed for the calculations. In spite of this, again, the measured value of the mean length is notably smaller than that found by the EB-based methods (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

Gibbsite platelets {#Sec14}
------------------

We also considered the birefringence decay of gibbsite platelets, studied in aqueous suspension with a particle concentration of 0.1% v/v and 0.1 mM potassium chloride, under a 30 V/mm electric field of 100 kHz. In the transmission electron microscope image of the sample (Fig. [6a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) the platelets can be easily told apart. From this picture, a volume-averaged length of 0.25 *μ*m was obtained. Since the particles are very slim, the thin disk approximation was used for the calculations. The results are presented as before in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [6b](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 6Same as Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} but for the gibbsite platelets.

The decay of the birefringence can be suitably fitted to a stretched exponential function (*τ* = 8.7 ms, *α* = 0.501). The SE method provides a mean diameter of 0.23 *μ*m, very similar to the microscopy value and identical to the ME result. The size distribution obtained by the ME method is in very good agreement with the EM determinations, although there is a slight underestimation of the presence of particles over 0.3 *μ*m that accounts for the 8% difference in the mean length values.

In the case of the WJ method, although the obtained average length and standard deviation are similar to the ones given by the other techniques, the distribution is somewhat different, with the peak slightly shifted to shorter sizes. This could be due to the log-normal distribution assumed in this procedure, that does not seem to account for the distribution found by EM.

As for the DLS results, once more, the obtained size distribution is considerably wider and strongly shifted to short lengths as compared to both EM determinations and the SE, ME and WJ results.

Montmorillonite particles {#Sec15}
-------------------------

Finally, we analysed the electric birefringence of NaMt particles dispersed in a 0.3 mM sodium chloride solution, with a concentration of 1 g/L. An oscillating electric field of 10 V/mm and a frequency of 1 MHz was applied. An environmental scanning electron microscope picture of the sample is shown in Fig. [7a](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, where it can be seen that distinction of the particles is quite difficult. From 320 particles, a value of 1.65 *μ*m for the average diameter was obtained. For the calculations, the geometry was modelled by oblate spheroids with a constant aspect ratio of 3.3^[@CR46]^, an approximation already discussed in the goethite case. The results are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [7b](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 7Same as Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} but for the NaMt sample.

The birefringence decay fits perfectly to a stretched exponential function (*τ* = 375 ms, *α* = 0.594), and provides a volume-averaged length of 1.74 *μ*m. This is within 8% of the microscopy value and very similar to the ME result. The latter fails to account for the size distribution found via EM, as it overestimates the presence of long particles. This could be attributed to the approximations used for these particles, which are very irregular and planar, but were approximated by spheroids. In spite of this, both distributions are reasonably similar, with the same standard deviation and a mean length differing only by 7%. The WJ method provides very good results, giving the same value of the mean length as EM and a good shape of the size distribution, although the standard deviation is smaller than measured by microscopy.

For the sodium montmorillonite particles, a spurious peak was found in the DLS measurements and removed for the calculations. The mean length found by this technique is again notably smaller than predicted by all other methods.

Discussion {#Sec16}
==========

In this work, we have compared the performance of three birefringence-based characterization techniques, namely the stretched-exponential, Watson-Jennings and multi-exponential methods, with electron microscopy and DLS measurements. Differently from the other two EB-based approaches, the SE method enables determining only the average size, which we find to match the one obtained by the ME method. This is expected, since the two approaches share common assumptions. The value determined from SE allows a first estimate of the size, which is useful to choose the range of work of the ME method.

The ME method furnishes a complete size distribution of the sample, and the results are excellent in most cases. Thus, for the goethite needles, the SWNTs and the gibbsite platelets, the obtained distributions are in perfect agreement with the microscopy results. For the DWNTs, the ME method gives a length identical to the one found by other techniques^[@CR47]^ and also by the WJ method, which suggests that these particles are more bundled in suspension than when prepared for microscopy measurements.

For the PTFE and NaMt particles, there are slight differences between the ME and the EM results, but they are not large (below 8%) and can be attributed to the approximations employed such as a constant aspect ratio or the simplified geometry for the rotational diffusion coefficient. Therefore, these differences may be tackled by an improvement of the models. Moreover, distinction of the particles in the microscope pictures is sometimes non-straightforward, as in the case of the SWNTs, which could also account for slight deviations between the results.

The WJ method, in addition to the already mentioned approximations, assumes a fixed shape for the size distribution of the sample, which could be responsible for the larger deviations with respect to the microscopy results that are observed in almost all cases as compared to the ME method. For instance, for the SWNTs, where the sample deviates strongly from the log-normal length distribution, the WJ results differ substantially from the ones obtained by both EM and the ME method.

In our results, it can be observed that the peak of the distributions obtained by the WJ method is systematically shifted to the left as compared with the other procedures. This can be understood taking into account that the log-normal function must go quickly to zero for short lengths, underestimating the presence of small particles, which leads to a shifted maximum. Furthermore, the determination of the initial logarithmic derivative, needed for the WJ calculations, is in some cases non-straightforward, since it is sometimes unclear where the linear behaviour is lost. In spite of this, the results of the WJ method are very satisfactory.

In general, it can be remarked that, except for the DWNTs for the explained reasons, deviations between the mean length obtained by EM and the EB-based methods are in all cases smaller than 8%. This is an excellent result taking into account the very different nature, characteristic sizes and geometries of the selected particles.

On the other hand, the DLS results present strong deviations with respect to the average length found by microscopy, no less than 28% in all cases and up to 74%. Although no systematic behaviour can be confirmed, the DLS distributions present normally a shorter mean length than that found by EM and the SE, ME and WJ methods, which can be attributed to the contribution of rotational diffusion, interpreted as a faster translational diffusion, and hence a smaller size, by the commercial setup. In addition, DLS typically predicts wider standard deviations, a well known feature, analysed elsewhere for elongated geometries^[@CR25]^. These findings show that the use of commercial DLS setups provides a rough estimation of the characteristic size of non-spherical particles, but not a complete and accurate description of the sample. Nevertheless, these measurements have proven useful, for example, for the characterization of two-dimensional particles, for which a good correlation can be found between the hydrodynamic radii and the dimensions obtained by EM^[@CR11]^.

In conclusion, the results obtained in this work show that the analysis of transient electric birefringence is a powerful tool for the determination of the size distribution in polydisperse suspensions of non-spherical particles. The multi-exponential method was found to be the most suitable technique for the analysis of the birefringent decay, providing excellent results, although the Watson-Jennings method performance is also very satisfactory.
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